This was a enriching experience. Thank you!

Thanks for putting together a great school.

Matthew Sch"um 

Thanks for an awesome school for everything.

Eric Anne Norton

Well organized & fun days! Thank you! SCAR School! Thanks for all you're hard work. I'll be back. 1/2 Spins Up. Thanks!

Suhassini

Thanks for everything!

Eric Anne Norton

had lot of fun!!

Indramie

Fluorescent X-Ray

Scattered Neutron

Sexy Sciences. Thanks for everything!

Andrzej D. Sa

Awesome experience!

Beth Jento

Thanks for everything! Hubie

Thanks a lot. Thank you so much. I learned a lot. Math. Dan. Not guys were great!

T. Hent"el

Really enjoy the course!

Haoqiang Liu

Thank you for the unforgettable experience! Das, thank you for giving us so many new insights into the cool neutron technology.

Spin-Polarized Chien Min

Oak Ridge is the nicest place to do real science. The people are wonderful to work with.

To the Oak Ridge organizers and staff -

Thank you! Good experience!

Anna Bean

Thank you for a memorable week of experiments and lectures!

Thanks!!

Anna Bean

Thank you for the opportunity. Thank you for giving such an amazing opportunity and I’ll be back. Thank you for your hard work and dedication! Can’t wait to bring my research here! Irene Mull"en

I appreciate all your efforts and hope to return soon. Thanks!

Mary Mull"en

Jingxiong Feng

Thank you very much for the fabulous experience! I am ya%

Thank you! This summer school is wonderful!

Angezhe Zhai
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